First Announcement and Call for Papers

International Symposium on Geodesy for Earthquake and Natural Hazards
(GENAH2014)

22 – 25 July 2014, Matsushima, Miyagi, Japan

Sponsored by:
International Association of Geodesy
Global Geodetic Observing System
The Geodetic Society of Japan

Objectives of the Symposium
Monitoring temporal and spatial changes in Earth's lithosphere and atmosphere is critical to disaster mitigation. Geodetic techniques, such as GNSS, SAR, satellite gravity missions, etc., have made significant contributions in this regard, and expectation for a greater role of the geodetic community is still growing. Global Geodetic Observing System (GGOS) is one approach to move forward. In this symposium, researchers in various fields of geodesy will get together in the Town of Matsushima, northeastern Japan, which suffered tsunami damage in 2011, and discuss the role of geodesy in disaster mitigation and how groups with different techniques can collaborate toward such a goal.

Topics
- Geodetic satellite systems (GNSS, SAR)
- High rate GNSS
- Emerging new techniques
- Monitoring of gravity change
- Integrated researches of deformations
- Contribution to disaster mitigation
- Global and regional network
- High resolution imaging (InSAR, Lidar)
- Land-based measurements
- Theory and modeling
- Forecast/evaluation of natural hazards

Scientific Organizing Committee
Eric Fielding (Jet Propulsion Laboratory, NASA, USA)
Jeff Freymueller (Univ. Alaska, Fairbanks, USA)
Richard Gross (Jet Propulsion Laboratory, NASA, USA)
Manabu Hashimoto (Kyoto Univ., Japan)
Kosuke Heki (Hokkaido Univ., Japan)
Shuanggen Jin (Shanghai Astronomical Observatory, China)
Teruyuki Kato (Univ. Tokyo, Japan)
Cécile Lasserre (Institut des Sciences de la Terre, France)
Urs Marti (Federal Office of Topography, Switzerland)
Simon McClusky (The Australian National Univ., Australia)
Kelin Wang (Geological Survey of Canada, Canada)
Tim Wright (Univ. Leeds, UK)

Local Organizing Committee
Makoto Murakami, Masato Furuya (Hokkaido Univ., Japan)
Satoshi Miura, Motoyuki Kidó, Yusaku Ohta (Tohoku Univ., Japan)
Hiroshi Munekane (GSI, Japan), Kazunari Nawa (AlIST, Japan), Taku Ozawa (NIED, Japan)
Mariko Sato (Japan Coast Guard, Japan), Yoshiyuki Tanaka (Univ. of Tokyo, Japan)
Takeshi Sagiya (Nagoya Univ., Japan)
Yoichi Fukuda, Shintichi Miyazaki, Takuya Nishitaura (Kyoto Univ., Japan)
Takao Tabei (Kochi Univ., Japan), Takeshi Matsushita (Kyushu Univ., Japan)
Shigeru Nakao (Kagoshima Univ., Japan)